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Naturally light invisible axion in models with large local discrete symmetries
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We show that by introducing appropriate localZN(N>13) symmetries in electroweak models it is possible
to implement an automatic Peccei-Quinn symmetry, at the same time keeping the axion protected against
gravitational effects. Although we consider here only an extension of the standard model and a particular 3-3-1
model, the strategy can be used in any kind of electroweak model. An interesting feature of this 3-3-1 model
is that if we add~i! right-handed neutrinos,~ii ! the conservation of the total lepton number, and~iii ! a Z2

symmetry, theZ13 and the chiral Peccei-QuinnU(1)PQ symmetries are both accidental symmetries in the sense
that they are not imposed on the Lagrangian but are just a consequence of the particle content of the model, its
gauge invariance, renormalizability, and Lorentz invariance. In addition, this model has no domain wall
problem.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that an elegant way to solve the stro
CP problem is by introducing a chiralU(1)PQ @1# symmetry
which also implies the existence of a pseudo Goldst
boson—the axion@2#. This particle becomes an interestin
candidate for dark matter if its mass is of the order
1025 eV @3–5#. It was also recently argued@6# that an axion-
photon oscillation can explain the observed dimming sup
novas@7# if the axion has a rather small mass:;10216 eV.
Which ever of these possibilities~if any! is realized in na-
ture, the existence of a light invisible axion can be preven
by gravity, since it induces renormalizable and nonrenorm
izable effective interactions which explicitly break any gl
bal symmetry, in particular theU(1)PQ symmetry, and the
axion can gain a mass that is greater than the mass co
from instanton effects@8#. This can be avoided if the dimen
sion of the effective operators isd*12. Hence, unlessd is
high enough, invisible axion models do not solve the stro
CP problem in a natural way. Here we will show how in tw
electroweak models the axion is protected against gra
effects; however, the strategy can be used in any electrow
model.

It was pointed out several years ago by Krauss and W
zek that a local gauge symmetry, sayU(1), canmasquerade
as discrete symmetriesZN,U(1) to an observer equippe
with only low-energy probes@9#. This means that these sym
metries evade the no-hair theorem@10#; i.e., unlike continu-
ous symmetries they must be respected even for gravitati
interactions. The only implication of the original gauge sy
metry for the low-energy effective theory is the absence
interaction terms forbidden by theZN symmetry. For in-
stance, if there were more charged scalar fields in the the
0556-2821/2003/67~9!/095008~7!/$20.00 67 0950
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the discrete symmetry would forbid many couplings th
were otherwise possible.

Here we will not worry about the origin of thisZN @or
U(1)] symmetry@11–15#. For instance, it might be that th
ZN symmetries come from a fifth dimension, as was sho
for the case ofU(1)Y in Ref. @12#. We will simply assume
that at very high energies we have a model of the fo
U(1)^ GEW whereU(1) is a local symmetry~maybe a sub-
group of a larger symmetry! which is broken toZN at a high
energy scale andGEW is an electroweak model, i.e.,U(1)
^ GEW→ZN^ GEW . We will use the existence of these loc
ZN symmetries in order to protect the axion against grav
tional effects. We get this by enlarging, if necessary, the r
resentation content of the model, so that we can impose s
metries withN>13. In addition, theU(1)PQ symmetry~and
under some conditions also theZN symmetry! is an auto-
matic symmetry, in the sense that it is not imposed on
Lagrangian but is just a consequence of the particle con
of the model, its gauge invariance, renormalizability, a
Lorentz invariance.

In these circumstances we show how a naturally light
visible axion~it is almost a singletf under the gauge sym
metry!, which is also protected against the effects of qua
tum gravity, can be obtained in the context of electrowe
models as follows. Effective operators likefN21/MPl

(N21)24

are automatically suppressed by the~local! ZN symmetry. At
the same time this symmetry makes theU(1)PQ symmetry an
automatic symmetry of the classical Lagrangian or, as in
3-3-1 model considered here, bothZN and U(1)PQ are al-
ready automatic symmetries of the model under the con
tions discussed in Sec. III. For instance, aZ13 symmetry
implies that the first nonforbidden operator is of dimensi
13 and it implies a contribution to the axion mass square
©2003 The American Physical Society08-1
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(vf)11/MPl
9 '10221 eV2 or 10211ma

2 , if ma;LQCD
2 /vf

'1025 eV is the instanton induced mass~we have used
MPl51019 GeV andvf51012 GeV). The naturalness of th
Peccei-Quinn~PQ! solution to theu-strong problem is not
spoiled since in this case we haveueff}vf

N/MPl
N24LQCD

4 @16#,
and it means thatueff}10211 for N513. Recently we applied
this strategy in the context of an extension of the electrow
standard model@17#; now we will apply this procedure to a
model with 3-3-1 symmetry.

Hence, we see that it is necessary to search for mo
that have a representation content large enough to allow
implementation of a discrete symmetryZN with N>13. In
the context of aSU(2)L ^ U(1)Y model we have enlarge
the representation content by adding several Higgs mu
lets, right-handed neutrinos, and the scalar singlet neces
to make the axion invisible. Hence, it is possible to acco
modate aZ13 symmetry while keeping a general mixin
among fermions of the same charge@17#. LargerZN symme-
tries are possible if we add more scalar doublets in suc
way as to generate appropriate texture of the fermionic m
matrices. On the other hand, we will show in this work th
in a 3-3-1 model the minimal representation content p
right-handed neutrinos admit enough large discrete sym
tries. In these models the addition of a singlet~or a decuplet
@18#! is the reason for maintaining the axion invisible; ho
ever, in the 3-3-1 model the axion picture is a mixture of t
Dine et al. invisible axion @20# and the Kim heavy quark
axion @21#. Nevertheless, unlike the model of Ref.@21#, here
the exotic quarks are already present in the minimal vers
of the model.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we revie
briefly the new invisible axion in the context of an extensi
of the standard model@17#. In Sec. III we consider one 3-3-
model. Our conclusions and some phenomenological co
quences are in the last section.

II. AN EXTENSION OF THE STANDARD MODEL

Let us consider the invisible axion in an extension of t
SU(2)L ^ U(1)Y model. The representation content is t
following: QL5(ud)L

T;(2,1/3), LL5(n l )L
T;(1,21) de-

note any quark and lepton doublet;uR;(1,4/3), dR;(1,
22/3), l R;(1,22), nR;(1,0) are the right-handed compo
nents; and we will assume that each charge sector gains
from a different scalar doublet@19#, i.e., Fu , Fd , F l , and
Fn generate Dirac masses foru-like and d-like quarks,
charged leptons, and neutrinos, respectively@all of them of
the form (2,11)5(w1, w0)T]. We also add a neutral com
plex singletf;(1,0) as in Refs.@20,21#, a singly charged
singlet h1;(1,12) as in Zee’s model@22#, and finally, a
triplet TW ;(3,12) as in Ref.@23#. The introduction of right-
handed neutrinos seems a natural option in any electrow
model if neutrinos are massive particles, as strongly s
gested by solar@24#, reactor@25#, and atmospheric@26# neu-
trino data.

Next, we will impose the following~local in the sense
discussed above! Z13 symmetry among those fields:

QL→v5QL , uR→v3uR , dR→v5
21dR, ~1!
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L→v6L, nR→v0nR , l R→v4l R ,

Fu→v2
21Fu , Fd→v3

21Fd , F l→v2F l ,

Fn→v6
21Fn , f→v1

21f, TW →w4
21TW ,

h1→v1h1

with vk5e2p ik/13, k50,1, . . . ,6. With this representation
content and theZ13 symmetry defined in Eq.~1! the allowed
Yukawa interactions and the scalar potential are autom
cally invariant under aU(1)PQ chiral symmetry. The PQ
charges are quantized after imposing an extraZ3 symmetry
with parameters denoted byṽ0 , ṽ1, andṽ1

21. UnderZ3 the
fields transform as follows:

Fu ,F l ,T,nR→ṽ1~Fu ,F l ,T,nR!,

Fn ,f,uR ,l R→ṽ1
21~Fn ,f,uR ,l R!, ~2!

while all the other fields remain invariant, i.e., transfor
with ṽ0. As we said before it is possible to implement larg
ZN symmetries if more scalar doublets are added in suc
way as to generate appropriate texture of the fermionic m
matrices.

The PQ assignment is the following:

uL85ei (2/5)aXduL , dL85e2 iaXddL ,

l L85e2 i (4/5)aXdl L , nL85ei (3/5)aXdnL ,

fu
085e2 i (4/5)aXdfu

0 , fd
085e22iaXdfd

0 ,

f l
085e2 i (8/5)aXdf l

0 , fn
085e2 i (6/5)aXdfn

0 ,

fu
185ei (3/5)aXdfu

1 , fd
185e2 i (3/5)aXdfd

1 , ~3!

f l
185e2 i (8/5)aXdf l

1 , fn
185ei (1/5)aXdfn

1 ,

T085e2 i (8/5)aXdT0, T185ei (1/5)aXdT1,

T1185ei (6/5)aXdT11, h185ei (1/5)aXdh1,

f85e2 i (6/5)aXdf.

The axion is invisible since it is almost singlet as in Re
@20,21#; the scalar triplet is only a small correction for it.

Some axion models@27# lead to the formation of domain
walls in the evolution of the universe, which could be inco
sistent with the standard cosmology@28#. The domain wall
number is defined as@29#

NDW5U(
f 5L

Tr XfTa
2~ f !2 (

f 5R
Tr XfTa

2~ f !U, ~4!

whereXf denotes the PQ charge of the quarkf and there is
no summation ona; we have TrTaTb5(1/2)dab for 3 and
3* . Using the PQ assignment in Eq.~3! we obtain NDW
8-2
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5u(9/5)Xdu. If Xd565 we haveNDW59. ~We chooseXd

525 in order to haveū→ ū12pk, k50, . . . ,8.! The N
59 vacua can be characterized by

^uL
†uR&5mu

3e2 i2p(2k/9), ^dL
†dR&5md

3ei2p(5k/9),

^fu
0&5vuei (bu22p(2k/9)), ^fd

0&5vdei (bd22p(5k/9)),

^f l
0&5v le

i (b l22p(4k/9)), ^fn
0&5vnei (bn22p(3k/9)),

^T0&5vTei (bT22p(4k/9)), ^f&5vfei (bf22p(3k/9)), ~5!

wherek50, . . . ,8.
In this extension of the standard electroweak model o

the U(1)PQ is an automatic symmetry and its charges
quantized only if we add an extraZ3 symmetry. As we
showed before, there are genuine discrete symmetries
are not broken by the instanton effects, so this model suf
from the domain wall problem, and it must be solved by a
of the methods proposed in the literature@29,30#. Moreover,
in this model theZ13 symmetry is not automatic. For mor
details, see Ref.@17#.

III. THE AXION IN A 3-3-1 MODEL

The so called 3-3-1 models are interesting candidates
physics at the TeV scale@31–34#. In fact, some years ago Pa
@18# pointed out that the strongCP question is solved el-
egantly in those models. The point was that the Yukawa c
plings of these models automatically contain a Peccei-Qu
symmetry @1# if a simple discrete symmetry was also im
posed in order to avoid a trilinear term in the scalar potent
Here we will consider one particular 3-3-1 model in whi
only three scalar triplets are needed@32#, but we introduce
also a scalar singlet,f;(1,1,0). In this 3-3-1 model if we
add ~i! right-handed neutrinos,~ii ! the conservation of the
total lepton numberL, and ~iii ! a Z2 symmetry defined be
low, we have that bothZ13 andU(1)PQ are accidental sym
metries of the classical Lagrangian~in the sense discussed
Sec. I!.

Before considering the implementation of a naturally lig
and invisible axion in the context of the 3-3-1 model of R
@32#, let us briefly review the model.

In the quark sector we have

QmL5~dm ,um, j m!L
T;~3,3* ,21/3!, m51,2,

Q3L5~u3 ,d3 ,J!L
T;~3,3,2/3!, ~6!

and the respective right-handed components in the singl
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uaR;~3,1,2/3!, daR;~3,1,21/3!, a51,2,3,

JR;~3,1,5/3!, j mR;~3,1,24/3!. ~7!

In the scalar sector, this model has only three triplets,

x5~x2,x22,x0!T,r5~r1,r0,r11!T,

h5~h0,h1
2 ,h2

1!T, ~8!

transforming as (1,3,21),(1,3,1), and (1,3,0), respectively.
Finally, in this model leptons transform as triplets (3a,0)
wherea5e,m,t:

CaL5~na , l a , Ea!L
T , ~9!

and the corresponding right-handed singlets

naR;~1,1,0!, l aR;~1,1,21!, EaR;~1,1,11!, ~10!

and we have added right-handed neutrinos which are
present in the minimal version of the model. Hence, we
that the model has 15 multiplets, including right-handed n
trinos and the singletf @in fact, as usual we have to add
scalar singletf;(1,1,0) in order to make the axion invisible
@20,21## and it will admit, under the three conditions intro
duced above, automaticZ13 and U(1)PQ symmetries as we
will show in the following.

With the quark and scalar multiplets above we have
Yukawa interactions

2L Y
q5Q̄iL~FiauaRr* 1F̃ iadaRh* !1Q̄3L~G1auaRh

1G̃1adaRr!1l1Q̄3LJ1R8 x1l imQ̄iL j mRx* 1H.c.,

~11!

where repeated indices mean summation. In the lepton se
we have

2L Y
l 5Gab

n ~C!aLnbRh1Gab
l ~C!aLl bRr1Gab

E ~C!aLEbRx

1H.c. ~12!

In both Yukawa interactions above a general mixing
each charge sector is allowed. If we want to implemen
given texture for the quark and lepton mass matrices we h
to introduce more scalar triplets and a largerZN symmetry
will be possible in the model. Interesting possibilities are t
cases whereN is a prime number~see below!.

The most generalL-, Z2-, and gauge-invariant scalar po
tential is
V3315 (
x5h,r,x,f

mx
2Tx

†Tx1l1~h†h!21l2~r†r!21l3~x†x!21~h†h!@l4~r†r!1l5~x†x!#1l6~r†r!~x†x!1l7~r†h!

3~h†r!1l8~x†h!~h†x!1l9~r†x!~x†r!1lf~f* f!21f* f (
k5h,r,x

lfkTk
†Tk1~l10fe i jkh ir jxk1H.c.!, ~13!
8-3
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where them ’s are parameters with dimension of mass, t
l ’s are dimensionless parameters, and we have denoteTx
5h,r,x,f and Tk5h,r,x. Now we can explain the moti
vation for the three conditions assumed at the beginning
the section.~i! With the present experimental data@24–26# in
any electroweak model right-handed neutrinos are no lon
avoided under the assumption that neutrinos are mass
~ii ! In Eq. ~11! a Majorana mass term is still possible amo
right-handed neutrinos, sayMR(nc)RnR ; on the other hand
in the scalar potential it is possible to have the quartic te
x†hr†h, which also violates the total lepton number. Bo
terms are avoided by imposing the conservation of the t
lepton numberL. ~iii ! The trilinear term in the scalar poten
tial hrx is avoided if we impose aZ2 symmetry under
which JR , j mR,x,f are odd and all the other fields are eve
In these conditions, the Yukawa interactions in Eqs.~11!,
~12! and the scalar potential in Eq.~13! are automatically
invariant under the~local! Z13 symmetry:

QiL→v5
21QiL , Q3L→v5Q3L ,

uaR→v1uaR , daR→v1
21daR ,

JR→v3JR , j mR→v3
21 j mR,

CL→w0CL , l R→v6
21l R ,

nR→v4
21nR , ER→v2

21ER ,

h→v4h, r→v6r,

x→v2x, f→v1f, ~14!

wherevk5e2p ik/13, k50, . . . ,6.Notice that ifN is a prime
number the singletf can transform under this symmetr
with any assignment~but the trivial one!; otherwise we have
to be careful with the way we choose the singletf to trans-
form under theZN symmetry. This symmetry implies that th
lowest-order effective operator that contributes to the ax
mass is f13/MPl

9 , which gives a mass of the order o

(vf)11/MPl
9 and also keeps theū parameter small, as dis

cussed previously.
It happens that, like theZ13 symmetry, theU(1)PQ is also

automatic, i.e., a consequence of the gauge symmetry
renormalizability of the model, in the interactions in Eq
~11!, ~12!, and~13!. Let us see the PQ charge assignment
the fermions in the model:

uL85e2 iaXuuL , dL85e2 iaXddL , l L85e2 iaXl l L ,

nL85e2 iaXnnL , j L85e2 iaXj j L , JL85e2 iaXJJL ,

EL85e2 iaXEEL , ~15!

and in the scalar sector we have the following PQ charg

h805e22iaXuh05e12iaXdh0,

h18
25e2 ia(Xu1Xd)h1

25e1 i (Xu1Xd)h1
2 ,
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h2
185e2 ia(XJ1Xu)h2

15e1 ia(Xj 1Xd)h2
1 ,

r805e12iaXur05e22iaXdr0,

r815e2 ia(Xu1Xd)r15e1 ia(Xu1Xd)r1,

r8115e2 ia(XJ1Xd)r115e1 ia(Xj 1Xu)r11,

x825e2 ia(Xu1XJ)x25e1 ia(Xd1Xj )x2,

x8225e2 ia(Xd1XJ)x225e1 ia(Xu1Xj )x22,

x805e22iaXJx05e12iaXjx0,

f85e22iX jf. ~16!

From Eqs.~15! and ~16! we obtain the following relations:

Xd52Xu5Xl52Xn , Xj52XJ52XE . ~17!

In the present model, although we have two independent
charges~say,Xd andXj ), the known quark contributions toū
which are proportional toXd cancel out exactly. OnlyXj is
important for solving theCP problem:

ū→ ū22a (
all quarks

Xf5 ū22aXj . ~18!

Hence we can assume thatXd50 and the only relevan
PQ transformations are

j L85e2 iaXj j L , JL85eiaXjJL ,

EL85e2 iaXjEL , h2
185eiaXjh2

1 ,

r8115eiaXjr11, x825eiaXjx2

x8225eiaXjx22, x80 5e2iaXjx0,

f85e22iaXjf. ~19!

Notice that, as in Ref.@21#, we have an invisible axion~it
is almost a singlet; see below!, and the PQ charge that solve
the strongCP problem is the charge of the exotic quark
However, unlike in Ref.@21# the heavy quark is alread
present in the minimal version of this 3-3-1 model. The co
dition Xu52Xd is not allowed in the context of the standa
SU(2)L ^ U(1)Y model since in this case it is not possible
shift the ū.

We have seen above that the known quark contribution
ū cancel out exactly. This also happens in the domain w
numberNDW defined in Eq.~4!. Using the PQ charges in
Eqs. ~15! and ~16! we obtainNDW5Xj and since we have
always chosenXj51 we see that, as in Kim’s axion mode
there is no domain wall problem in this 3-3-1 axion mod
We stress that the contributions of the known quarks can
out exactly even if we assume thatXd5” 0. Moreover, we will
see in Sec. IV that the coupling of the axion with the phot
8-4
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also does not depend at all on the PQ charge of the u
quarks and leptons since there is an exact cancellation am
them. However, ifXd5” 0 there are still couplings with the
usual fermions. Notwithstanding, sinceXd does not play any
role in the solution of the strongCP problem, we can assum
at the very start thatXd50, i.e., that the nontrivial PQ trans
formations are those in Eq.~19!. This means that at the tre
level there is no coupling of the axion with the known quar
and charged leptons.

We can verify that in fact the axion is almost singlet. Aft
redefining the neutral fields as usual,Tk

05(vk1ReTk
0

1 i Im Tk
0)/A2, f5(vf1Ref1 i Im f)/A2, with k

5h,r,x, we obtain the constraint equationstx50 ~where
x5h,r,x,f)

th5ReFmh
2vh1l1uvhu2vh1

1

2
~l4uvru21l5uvxu2!vh

1
l10

2
vrvxvf1lfhuvfu2vhG ,

tr5ReFmr
2vr1l2uvru2vr1

1

2
~l4uvhu21l6uvxu2!vr

1
l10

2
vhvxvf1lfruvfu2vrG ,

tx5ReFmx
2vx1l3uvxu2vx1

1

2
~l5uvhu21l6uvru2!vx

1
l10

2
vhvrvf1lfxuvfu2vxG ,

tf5ReFmf
2 vf1lfuvfu2vf1

l10

2
vhvrvx1

1

2
~lfhuvhu2

1lfruvru21lfxuvxu2!vfG ,
Im~vfvhvrvx!50. ~20!

Notice that the solution withvh ,vr ,vx ,vf5” 0 is allowed.
For instance, just for an illustration, assuming for simplic
that all vacuum expectation values~VEV! and parameters
~but mf and mx) are real, l1vh

2 ,l2vr
2 ,ulfkvkvfu

!ul10vkvk8u, we obtain

vf
2 '2

mf
2

lf
, vx

2'2
mx

2

l3
,

vh'2l10

vrvxvf

mh
2

, vr'2l10

vhvxvf

mr
2

, ~21!

and the self-consistent conditionl10
2 vx

2vf
2 'mh

2mr
2 . With all

VEVs real the pseudoscalar mass eigenstates, in the b
Im(h0,r0,x0,f), are given by
09500
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G1
05

1

~vh
21vr

2!1/2
~2vh ,vr,0,0!,

G2
05

1

AN
S s1

s2
vr

2vh ,
s1

s2
vh

2vr ,
s2

s1
vf

2 vx ,
s2

s1
vx

2vfD ,

a5
1

~vx
21vf

2 !1/2
~0,0,2vx ,vf!,

A05
1

AN
~vrvxvf ,vhvxvf ,vhvrvf ,vhvrvx!, ~22!

wheres15(vx
21vf

2 )1/2, s25(vh
21vr

2)1/2, andN5vh
2@vr

2(vx
2

1vf
2 )1vx

2vf
2 #1vr

2vx
2vf

2 ; G1,2
0 are genuine Goldstone

bosons~absorbed when the gauge bosonsZ,Z8 become mas-
sive!, anda is the pseudo Goldstone axion. Ifuvfu@uvku we
see thata.Im f and we have an invisible axion@20#. The
usual restriction coming from red giants impliesuvfu
.109 GeV @35#; A0 is a heavy pseudoscalar withmA

25

2(l10/8C)$vh
2@vr

2(vx
21vf

2 )1vx
2vf

2 #1vr
2vx

2vf
2 % with l10,0

and we have definedC5vfvhvrvx .

IV. CONCLUSION

We have built invisible axion models in which the axio
is naturally light~protected against quantum gravity effect!
because of aZ13 discrete symmetry. In the context of
SU(2)^ U(1) model this symmetry and aZ3 have to be
imposed and new fields have to be added. On the other h
in a 3-3-1 model with right-handed neutrinos added, theZ13
is automatic if we impose the conservation of the total lep
number and aZ2 symmetry. Moreover, in both model
U(1)PQ is an accidental symmetry. This means that at l
energy the gauge symmetries areSU(3)C^ SU(2)L
^ U(1)Y^ Z13^ Z3 or SU(3)C^ SU(3)L ^ U(1)Y^ Z13
^ Z2. Notice, however, that in the context of the standa
model, even by imposingL conservation and theZ3 symme-
try, the Z13 symmetry is not automatic, but in the 3-3-
model L conservation andZ2 makeZ13 an automatic sym-
metry.

Hence, we have implemented an invisible and natura
light axion in a multi-Higgs-boson extension of the standa
model and also in a 3-3-1 model. Unlike the axion of the fi
model, in the 3-3-1 model considered here the minimal r
resentation content~plus right-handed neutrinos! is already
enough to implement a localZ13 symmetry. As we said be
fore, the interesting discrete symmetries are those in whicN
is a prime number. In this caseZN has no subgroup excep
itself and the identity@36#. Hence, the next interesting sym
metry should beZ17, which will allow an even lighter axion,
i.e., ma(gravity)

2 5(vf)15/MPl
13;10267 eV2 or 10257ma

2 . Simi-
larly, in this case the contribution to theu parameter is rathe
small, ū (gravity);10243.

We now consider some phenomenological consequen
of the axion in the 3-3-1 model.~The case of the model o
8-5
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Sec. II has been considered in Ref.@17#.! In general, the
axion-photon coupling is given by

cagg5 c̃agg21.95, ~23!

where the first term is defined as

c̃agg5
1

NDW
(

all fermions
XfQf

2 , ~24!

with NDW51 in this model since it has no domain wall pro
lem as in Kim’s model@21#; Xf and Qf are the PQ and
electromagnetic charge, respectively, of the fermionf. The
term21.95 comes from the light quark PQ anomalies an
exists only if these quarks carry PQ charges. In Eq.~24! the
contribution proportional toXd cancels out exactly even i
we assume thatXd5” 0. So we have in general thatcagg5
2(2/3)Xj21.95, or cagg52.62 (21.28) for Xj511~21!.
In our case in particular, sinceXd50, we have just the firs
contribution in Eq.~23!, i.e.,cagg5 c̃agg56(2/3). We stress
that the contributions of the PQ charges of the known qua
cancel out exactly inū in Eq. ~18!, in the domain wall num-
ber given in Eq.~4!, and also in Eq.~24!. Thus, if we assign
PQ charges to those quarks it implies only a coupling w
the axion at the tree level. On the other hand, if we assu
that only the exotic fermions of the model carry a PQ char
the coupling with the known quarks and leptons arises
higher order in perturbation theory.

We have imposed at the very start the conservation of
total lepton number and aZ2 symmetry. Another possibility
is to impose the discrete symmetryZ13. In this case only the
U(1)PQ symmetry is automatic and the quarticL-violating
term x†hr†h is allowed. This term implies a new relatio
among the PQ charges of the known particles and the ex
l-

09500
it

s

h
e
,
t

e

tic

ones:Xj53Xd . Taking also into account Eqs.~17!, it can be
shown that there is a surviving symmetryZ3,U(1)PQ,
which implies a domain wall problem@37#.

The 3-3-1 model in which the leptons transform asCaL
5(na , l a , l a

c)L
T needs also the introduction of a scalar sex

S;(6,0) @or singlet charged leptonsE;(1,1)] @38,39#. In
this case the Yukawa interaction in the quark sector is gi
by Eq. ~11! and in the leptonic sector we have

2L Y
l 5Gab

n C̄aLnbRh1Gab~C!c
aLcbLS

1Gab8 e i jk~C!c
iaLc jbLhk1H.c., ~25!

whereGab
n is an arbitrary 333 matrix whileGab (G8) is a

symmetric ~antisymmetric! matrix and we have omitted
some SU(3) indices. Notice that this model has only 1
multiplets ~including right-handed neutrinos and the sing
f) so we cannot have a symmetry as large asZ13. However,
by adding more scalar multiplets as in Ref.@40# it may be
possible to implement, automatically, a large enoughZN
symmetry. The supersymmetric version of the model c
also be considered since in this model, without consider
right-handed neutrinos, there are 23 chiral superfields@in the
same case, the minimal supersymmetric standard m
~MSSM! has 14 chiral superfields# @41#.

In the models considered in this work the axion couples
neutrinos too. This coupling may have astrophysical and
cosmological consequences; we can also implement h
@42#, soft @43#, or spontaneous@44# CP violation.
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